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A novel clinico-surgical algorithm for management of maxillofacial gunshot wound injuries
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ABSTRACT

Ballistic injuries commonly called gunshot wound injuries (GSWI) can be catastrophic in the head and neck regions. The degree of destruction correlates with the range and type of the weapon and projectile speed. The intricacies of the facial anatomy makes the reconstructive phase a challenge. The dilemma lies in decision-making of immediate (single stage) or delayed (multiple stage) reconstruction of hard and soft tissues. In this article we highlight a novel clinico-surgical algorithm for managing gunshot wound injuries.
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INTRODUCTION

Management of gunshot wound injuries (GSWI) in the maxillofacial region can be challenging due to the intricate anatomy and high functional and cosmetic needs associated with the face. GSWI acutely affect the quality of life of patients. The etiology of these GSWI could be military, assault, accidental or suicidal attempts. The type and adjacency of the weapon, along with the speed and path of the projectile, play an important role in determining the extent of bone fragmentation and soft tissue damage.1,2

Ballistic injuries can be classified low velocity <1200 feet/s, medium 1200-2000 feet/s and high velocity >2000 feet/s. The degree of tissue damage from a gunshot wound is directly proportional to the mass of the projectile and the square of its velocity.3 Low-velocity injuries are less damaging and are treated similarly to blunt facial trauma, with immediate reconstruction protocol.4 High velocity weapons cause fulguration and cavitation due to massive soft and hard tissue loss. These are particularly challenging and have a complication rate of 39%.5 However close-range gunshot wounds have a reported infection rate of 100%.6

GSWI mandate thorough clinical and radiographic evaluation due to its proximity to vital structures. Over the past few years, treatment of these injuries involved initial wound debridement and soft tissue closure without replacement of lost bone.1,7 This lead to facial deformation and loss of functional outcomes. The more severe high velocity injury with massive hard and soft tissue loss were allowed to heal by secondary intention and subsequently secondary bony reconstructive surgery was performed. However, this resulted in severe scar contracture and suboptimal cosmetic and functional outcomes as well.7,9 Therefore the constant dilemma of immediate versus delayed, single stage versus multi-staged procedures, primary closure or secondary closure needed to be assessed.

CASE SERIES

We studied 7 patients who had succumbed GSWI to face. Four where treated with immediate single-stage approach while the other three were subjected to multiple-stage...
approach, assigned according to the complexity and nature of the wound. A clinico-surgical algorithm was followed based on severity of GSWI.

For clarity of understanding the authors have presented one such case of immediate reconstruction post GSWI which markedly improved the quality of life of the patient. A 25-year-old male reported to the casualty with accidental self-inflicted GSWI with a pistol. The bullet entrance wound was oval approximately 2 cm in diameter along the left corner of mouth region with no exit wound. The patient was fully conscious, well oriented to time, place, person and event. His vital signs were within normal limits. On inspection, there was a puncture wound 2cm below the corner of the mouth on the left side, multiple fractured segments visible on body of mandible on left sides, occlusal derangement and Coleman sign. Provisional diagnosis of left mandibular body fracture. USG neck, routine investigations and CT scan confirmed the diagnosis (Figure 1).

The patient was hemodynamically stable and airway was secured via nasotraceal intubation. Surgical site was prepared and access was achieved via submandibular incisions. Facial artery and vein were identified and ligated. Fracture site was exposed and after careful exploration, non-jacketed bullet fragments/pellets were removed. A 4x1.6x1.5 cm corticocancellous block graft was harvested from anterior iliac crest and stabilised with reconstruction plate and wires to rebuild the deficient mandible (Figure 2). The healing was uneventful and the patient was followed up until 6 months (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Comminuted fracture of mandible being stabilized by into-osseous working and iliac crest graft placed at the centre to help restore bony continuity (Left). Rigid fixation done with reconstructive plates and secured with bicortical screws (Right).

Figure 3: 3-months post operative extra oral images of the patient.
DISCUSSION

Gunshot wounds alone for around 6% of cases in the maxillofacial region, of which 22% involve the mandible. Suicidal attempts top the list followed by assaults and accidental injuries.\textsuperscript{10,11} The Projectile popularly known as the bullet crushes structures along its path leading to primary cavitation. This results in tissue recoil and heat production, soft tissue collapses, shearing and compression causing secondary cavitation. Additionally, kinetic energy transfer occurs during retardation of the bullet which may cause damage outside the tract known as the tumbling effect.

Entrance wounds are usually circular or oval aspect, with slightly irregular borders, and may be accompanied by abrasion collar, lubricant ring, stippling due to soot deposits. The exit orifice on the other hand characterized by large sized irregular wounds, with everted borders and fat stranding.\textsuperscript{12,13}

These GSWI are classified as a) penetrative (a wound involving the body surface extending into the underlying tissue or into bony cavity), b) Avulsive (a wound that rips off the skin, which causes maximum soft tissue damage), c) Perforative (a wound in which an object enters the body and passes all the way through).\textsuperscript{2,14,15}

Airway management is the primary concern in patients with maxillofacial ballistic injuries as compromised airway can be fatal. Although there are many options to secure airway, each have specific indications, the choice ultimately depends on the patient's situation and the expertise of the trauma team. Hollier et al estimated that 21% of patients requiring tracheostomy had lower third facial injury.\textsuperscript{14,15} This could be due to intra-oral bleeding which prevented endotracheal intubation, distortion of oropharyngeal anatomy, and the fear of oedema compromising airway.

Three-dimensional computed tomography (3DCT), and contrast enhanced computed tomography (CECT) have facilitated projectile visualisation, fracture assessment and possible involvement of critical structures.\textsuperscript{6,9,12}

It has been demonstrated that early surgical debridement plays an important role in minimising tissue loss.\textsuperscript{16} Entry and exit wounds can be closed primarily following careful debridement and extensive irrigation. Owing to the excellent blood supply in the head and neck, primary closure may follow surgical debridement of non-vital tissues.\textsuperscript{17}

Bone grafts can be used in defects larger than 5 mm in the midface and mandible regions. Iliac crest bone is typically used in mandibular defects. Other option for mandibular defects is the use of synthetic bone graft or microvascular free tissue transfer. Free fibular osteocutaneous flap is a standard method to reconstruct mandibular defects larger than 6 cm. The appropriate options for midface defects are iliac crest, cranium, and rib.

Literature suggest that retrieval of metal debris is important because lead is soluble in the system and may cause systemic toxicity which has been reported as early as 48 hours post injury.\textsuperscript{18} However, some authors also pointed out that if the bullet/fragments are lodged deep within the soft tissue with no functional deficit or major aesthetic defect, it could be left in situ.

Antibiotics play a major role in preventing infections after primary closure of GSWI. Adequate wound debridement, fixation, hermetic wound closure, adequate drainage, nutrition and fluid resuscitation is mandatory. The haemodynamics should be addressed as the oxygen-carrying capacity influences the wound healing and infection control.\textsuperscript{16,18} Infection rates between delayed and immediate post-gunshot wound reconstruction were reportedly similar.\textsuperscript{18} The delayed group demonstrated an increased incidence of wound contracture, which resulted in significantly more structural and functional deformity.

Immediate reconstruction prevents the cascade of soft tissue infection which may delay healing, bone graft infection and soft-tissue contracture. It not only allows soft tissue healing but also restores original contour, stretch, and pliability. Moreover, fewer and less complex revisionary procedures are necessary for patients who undergo immediate definitive reconstruction.\textsuperscript{19} Hence our surgical algorithm serves as a tool in decision-making for immediate (single stage) or delayed (multiple stage) management of GSWI based on the nature and complexity of the injury. The authors believe this algorithm would help young surgeons to understand the management of GSWI and predictably treat their cohort of patients (Figure 4).

CONCLUSION

GSWI pose a serious challenge for the reconstructive surgeons due to significant deficiency of soft tissue and bone. Given the complexity and diversity of injury associated with facial gunshot wounds, a systematic algorithm is essential to help manage the different stages of healing and to ensure that the best outcome is achieved.
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